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ABSTRACT
A friction drive high precision positioning stage is proposed in this thesis. The stage can move
with three degrees of freedom, namely, two linear and one rotational motions. While
conventional three degrees of freedom stage systems usually utilize three different one degree of
freedom stages, the proposed system has only one movable stage for the three degrees of
freedom. Therefore, this design has a simple structure and low cost. The stage uses three special
actuation systems, each of which is designed so as to generate a directional elliptical motion,
which allows the stage to move in a desired direction and/or rotation. In this thesis, the kinematic
and dynamic models of the proposed system are presented, and the controllability and
observability are shown. The bond graph modeling representation is used to offer a clear
understanding of the general friction drive stage dynamic behavior. Simulation results
demonstrate the feasibility of the design concept.
Thesis Supervisor: Kamal Youcef-Toumi
Title: Professor of Mechanical Engineering
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1. Introduction
1.1. Motivation
The demand for high precision positioning stages has grown rapidly in some key industries. The
applications include semiconductor manufacturing equipment, high precision machining optics
(lenses and mirrors) and mass data storage. For example, semiconductor manufacturing
equipment will soon require 0.1-1nm precision, and 30 cm x 30 cm travel range [Ohara96].
A friction drive system has a simple structure [Adachi]. Since no gear reduction unit is used in a
friction drive system, no backlash exists. The position of the stage is very stable due to a large
static frictional force. The friction drive system does not require a lubricant and therefore, it can
be adequate for use in clean environments. Owing to the advantages mentioned above, a friction
drive is considered as a candidate for high precision positioning stages. However, a friction drive
requires strong wear resistant materials of which many reliable types have been reported
[Ueha93]. Friction drive is appropriate for applications requiring small load but high precision
since it is difficult to avoid slip in friction drive systems, and a driving force acting on a movable
stage is usually limited by Coulomb friction force.
In practice, many 1 degree of freedom (DOF) or 2 DOF high precision friction drive stages have
been developed. 1 DOF high precision friction drive positioning stages with nanometric
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precision were reported [Ro94, Sakuta96]. Most of the developed high precision friction drive
positioning stages are usually actuated with 2 DOF by the use of two 1 DOF stages [Burleigh,
Mori89, Nikkei]. For 3 DOF motion such as X-Y-0 motion, the stage system usually uses three 1
DOF stages. Consequently, the system's structure and control scheme are more complex. In
addition, the weight of the stage system itself is larger, and the cost of that is higher. On the other
hand, some innovative 2 DOF friction driven stages, using only one stage, have been proposed
by several researchers. However, most of the designs do not allow diagonal motion [Ferreira95,
Choi96]. Each move is either in the X or Y direction at any one time, resulting in a slow
rectangular motion. The reason for this is that the motion in one direction prevents the motion in
the other direction. A 2 DOF stage design, which uses one stage and is capable of diagonal
motion, was achieved by using a 2 DOF surface acoustic wave [Kurosawa96]. However,
[Kurosawa96] reported that the stage is not reliable because it has aging problem due to very
small vibration amplitude (5 nm), and the motion is unstable. This system may require expensive
power electronic components due to its high operating frequency (10 MHz). [Hoshi95] proposed
an array type of 2 DOF stage, which can move diagonally. In principle, this system can only
move semi-diagonally because the number of movement direction choices is limited. Its cost
may be high due to a complex structure.
1.2. Proposal of a high precision three degrees of freedom friction drive stage
In this thesis, a high precision friction drive positioning stage is proposed. The stage can move
with 3 DOF, namely, two linear (X and Y) and one rotational (E about Z) motions. The
proposed system has only one movable stage for 3 DOF. Therefore, this design has a simple
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structure and low cost. The stage uses three special actuation systems, each of which is designed
so as to generate a directional elliptical motion, which allows the stage to move in a desired
direction and/or rotation.
1.3. Thesis outline
In this thesis, the kinematic and dynamic models of the proposed system are presented. The bond
graph modeling representation is used to offer a clear understanding of the general friction drive
stage dynamic behavior. In the following chapter, the operating principles of the proposed
directional elliptical motion of an actuation system and the proposed 3 DOF friction drive stage
using one movable stage and three actuation systems are presented. In Chapter 3, the proposed
actuation system and the stage system are modeled and analyzed from kinematics and dynamics
point of view. And the controllability and observability for the 3 DOF stage system are shown.
Lastly, simulation results demonstrate the feasibility of the design concept in Chapter 4.
10
2. Operating principle of the proposed friction drive stage
2.1. Introduction
The operating principle of the proposed system is briefly presented in this chapter. For easy
understanding, first, the operating principle of a 1 DOF friction drive stage using a conventional
elliptical motion actuation system is explained. Secondly, the concept of the proposed directional
elliptical motion is presented. Lastly, the operating principle of the proposed 3 DOF friction
drive stage using three directional elliptical motion actuation systems is shown.
2.2. Operating principle of a 1 DOF friction drive stage using a conventional
elliptical motion actuation system
For simplicity, we consider a conventional elliptical motion of an actuation system, shown in
Figure 1. A 1 DOF stage, properly held by a bearing system, is free to move in the horizontal X
direction. The stage is constrained by a preload force and its weight in the vertical Z direction.
An actuation system generates X and Z vibration motions. The tip of the actuation system makes
an elliptical locus such that the X and Z vibrations have the same frequency but with a 90 degree
phase shift. The elliptical motion of the tip in the XZ plane allows the stage to move in the X
direction by the friction force between the stage and the tip of the actuation system.
11
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Figure 1: 1 DOF friction drive stage system including a conventional elliptical motion actuation
system.
2.3. Operating principle of the proposed 3 DOF friction drive stage using three
directional elliptical motion actuation systems
Now, instead of this actuation system for a I DOF motion of the stage, simply suppose another
actuation system, which makes a directional elliptical locus motion as shown in Figure 2. This
actuation system generates X, Y and Z vibration motions and the tip of the actuation system
makes a directional elliptical locus by combining three vibrations appropriately. The tip is
movable in a plurality of elliptical paths with each such path being in a plane orthogonal to the
plane of the stage (i.e., the plane of the stage is the XY plane). A elliptical path can be disposed
in the XZ plane and another elliptical path can be disposed in the YZ plane as well, more
generally, the plane of the elliptical path of the tip can be rotatable through 3600 about the Z axis.
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The direction of the stage movement can be determined by the angle of the plane of the elliptical
path of each actuation system and the amplitude of elliptical locus in practice. By controlling
those parameters properly, the stage can move as desired. A 2 DOF linear motion of the stage in
XY plane is shown in Figure 3. A rotational motion of the stage about Z is shown in Figure 4. In
Figures 3 and 4, each of the loci corresponds to the motion of each of the three directional
elliptical motion actuation systems. Here, by combining appropriately the linear and rotational
motions, 3 DOF motion can be achieved.
Z
y
x
Figure 2: Directional elliptical motion of the tip of an actuation system (proposed).
z Direction
Y of motion
- x
z
z y
y
- - x
Figure 3: Exemplary elliptical loci of three actuation systems for moving a stage linearly in XY
plane (proposed).
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Figure 4: Exemplary elliptical loci of three actuation systems for rotating a stage (proposed).
2.4. Summary
The operating principle of the proposed 3 DOF friction drive stage was presented. The stage uses
one movable stage and three special actuation systems, each of which is designed to generate a
directional elliptical motion which allows the stage to move in X, Y and 0. Stated differently, the
tip of each such actuation system is movable in an elliptical path disposed in a rotatable plane
substantially orthogonal to the plane of the stage. Each of the actuation systems is independently
controllable in order to permit the stage to be moved in 2-D (X and Y) as well as rotated (0).
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3. System modeling and analysis
3.1. Introduction
In this chapter, a directional elliptical motion actuation system is proposed. The kinematic
analysis for the proposed actuation system is presented. For easy understanding of dynamics
modeling of the proposed 3 DOF friction drive stage system, first, the modeling of a 2 DOF
linear (XY) stage system with one directional elliptical motion actuation system is performed
using Bond Graph. Next, based on the modeling of 2 DOF linear motion stage, the modeling of
the proposed 3 DOF stage including one movable stage and three directional elliptical motion
actuation systems is presented. Finally, the controllability and observability of the 3 DOF stage
are presented.
3.2. An actuation system for directional elliptical motion
One possible actuation system, which generates a directional elliptical motion, is shown in
Figure 5. Three piezoelectric elements are located and fixed on the circumference of a circle on
an XY plane with radius r. The angle between the actuators elements is 120 degrees. Now, by
appropriate combination of the three piezoelectric elements' elongation and constriction in the z
direction, the end tip of the actuation system can be positioned in space with three degrees of
freedom. For a directional motion of the actuation system, three degrees of freedom motion
should be needed. Therefore, the desired direction elliptical motion can be achieved by this
15
design. The mathematical expression, relating the z directional motions of the three piezoelectric
elements (Zi, Z2 and Z3) and the position vector of the tip (px, py and pz), can be obtained using
kinematic analysis. This is the topic of Section 3.3.
Tip of actuation system
rp
Rigid hat
z zPiezoelectric
......... elem ents
2'
y
Figure 5: An actuation system capable of directional elliptical motion and its cross sectional
view.
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3.3. Kinematic analysis of the directional elliptical motion actuation system
The kinematics of the actuation system will be described using the following variables and
parameters. The position of point p, located at the tip of the actuation system of Figure 5, and
points L 1 , L 2 and L3 are represented by the vectors pT = [px, py, pz], LiT [x1 y1, zi], L2T [X
Y2, z21, L 3 = [x 3 , y3, Z3], respectively. The position of point p in terms of the elongation of the
piezoelectric elements z1, Z2 and Z3 are found to be,
P; LI +L 2 +L3 rb (1)
P = p = + b (1)
where rp is given in Figure 5, and the constants a and b are given by
(-z 2 y3 + z 3y 2 )-(-zIy 3 + z 3y 1 )+(-Iy 2 + Z 2y 1) (2)
(x 2y 3 -x 3y 2 )-(Xiy 3 -X 3y 1 )+(xIy 2 -X 2y 1 )
b - ( x2z3 +x3z2)-(- iz3 +x3z3)+(-x1z2 +x2z1) (3)
(x 2 y 3 -X 3y 2 )-( 1 1y 3 -x 3Y1 )+(X 1 y 2 -X 2yi)
The component of the position vector of the tip, (px, py, pz), is a nonlinear functions of zi, Z2, and
Z3. Here, let px be fj(zI, Z2, Z3), py be f2 (zi, z2, Z3), pz be f3 (zi, Z2, z 3). Then, this expression can be
used to determine relations for the velocities and forces as follows:
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SP, =J(z,,za) z 2 , (4)
where
=afi (5)
az.
Here, Jij is an element of Jacobian matrix, and physically means the sensivity. For desired
resolution of Spi, 8 zj is needed and determined by 6pi/Jij. Therefore, the components of the
position vector of the tip can be related to the elongation of three piezoelectric elements
mathematically. Now differentiating with respect to time, the relation between the velocity
vector of the tip and the z directional velocities of the three piezoelectric elements can be also
obtained as,
dp J(1 dzi dz 2 dz3  (6)
dt dt 'dt dt
Let the force of the tip and the force of three piezoelectric elements be represented by f = [fx, fy,
fz]T and F = [FI, F2, F3] I, respectively. Then the relation of these two forces are follows:
F = JTf. (7)
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3.4. Dynamic modeling of a 2 DOF stage with one directional elliptical motion
actuation system
In order to understand the behavior of the proposed 3 DOF friction drive stage system, using the
actuation system described in Section 3.2, in the first place, the dynamic analysis of a 2 DOF
linear (XY) stage with one directional elliptical motion actuation system is carried out. In reality,
this analysis is valid when the movable stage doesn't rotate during 2 DOF linear motion, for
example, the center of mass of the circular planar movable stage moves along a line, which
passes through the center of the stage. In fact, the analysis for a 2 DOF linear stage motion with
one directional elliptical motion actuation system is fundamental for understanding the equations
of motion for 3 DOF friction drive stage as in Figures 3 and 4. In other words, the equations of
motion for the 3 DOF stage with three directional elliptical motion actuation systems are derived
based on the dynamics modeling of a 2 DOF linear stage with one directional elliptical motion
actuation system. The 2 DOF stage to be modeled is shown in Figure 6, and its associated bond
graph model is depicted in Figure 7. In this model, the velocities in the x and y directions are
outputs of the stage motion. Three voltages to three piezoelectric elements are inputs. Here, it is
assumed that the stage is properly clamped and restrained to a fixed position in the z direction;
but the z directional compliance of the friction material is considered. This means that the
magnitude of the Coulomb friction force becomes a function of time. The driving forces for
moving the stage in the x and y directions are dominantly composed of a Coulomb friction force
and a viscous friction force. The compliance in the x and y directions is neglected. Also, the
kinematic relation (Jacobian matrix) between the velocities and forces of the three piezoelectric
elements and those of the tip are considered as in Section 3.3.
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Figure 6: A 2 DOF friction drive stage including one directional elliptical motion actuation
system.
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Figure 7: Bond graph model for the system of Figure 6.
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Further assumptions include that the tip structure is rigid and its dynamics is neglected; and that
the inputs to the piezoelectric elements are voltage sources. Note that when the tip does not
contact the bottom surface of the stage, the power flow from the tip to the movable stage is zero.
Therefore, load forces (F1, F2, F3) from the actuation system side point of view are zeros, and
effective driving forces acting on the movable stage (fx, fy, fz) are zero, too.
In Figure 7, e1(t), e2(t), and e3(t) are voltage inputs to each piezoelectric element; Ce and Cm are
electrical and mechanical capacitances of each piezoelectric element, respectively; TF is a
transformer; N is the transformer modulus; Ma is the mass of each piezoelectric element; ba is the
mechanical resistance of each piezoelectric element; vi = dzi/dt, v2 = dz2/dt, v3 = dz3/dt, are the z
directional velocities of piezoelectric elements #1, #2 and #3 respectively; MTF is a modulated
transformer (J); vax, vay, vaz: x, y, z velocities of the actuation system respectively; the variables
fx, fy, fz, F 1, F2, F3 were defined in Section 3.3; Rv (=Rvx=Ry) and Rc (=Rex=Ry) are viscous and
Coulomb friction resistances, respectively; M, is the mass of the stage; b, is the mechanical
resistance of the stage; Cz (1/kz) is the mechanical compliance (1/stiffness) of the friction
material in the z direction; vs, vsy, vsz are the stage velocities in the x, y and z directions
respectively; Msg is the stage gravitation force; g is a friction coefficient; and fp is the preloaded
force.
The causalities in the bond graph model of Figure 7 explain that the actuation system driven by
three piezoelectric elements with voltage inputs is a kind of velocity source to the rest of the
system including the friction material and the stage. Of course, this velocity source is not ideal
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but depends on its dynamics as well as dynamic loads. The x and y directional driving force
sources acting on the movable stage are determined by constitutive laws for the viscous forces
associated with R, as well as the Coulomb friction forces associated with Rc. In other words, the
relative velocity between the stage and the tip in each direction is acting on Rv and Re, the
resultant forces are determined by constitutive laws for those elements (Rv, Rc). And these forces
become effective forces acting on the movable stage. Note that since the magnitude of the
Coulomb friction force depends on Fz, it is also a time varying function. During the contact
period, the actuation system is connected to the movable stage from a power flow point of view,
and the stage is accelerated by translated power from the actuation system. However, during the
non-contact period, the stage system is completely isolated from the actuation system, and it
undergoes a deceleration process due to viscous friction in bearing systems. The state equations
for the model in Figure 7 during the contact period are given as follows:
M dvsx = -bv, + fx, (8)
dt
dv
M, S' = -b v,, + fy , (9)
dt
I dF
- V =v5  (10)kz dt
dv
Ma ' -Fcmi -bavi+ Ne, (t)-Fi, (11)
dt
dv
t-Fcm2 bav 2 +Ne 2 (t-F 2 , (12)adt 2
dv
Ma 3 =3-Fcm3 -bav 3 + Ne 3(t)-F 3 , (13)
22
1 dFcmi
km dt
1 dFcm2 V
km dt
1 dFcm3 V
km dt
where
j(Vax -vx) 2 +(Vay -v,)
2
(v ay- vs )Fc
+Rx (vax - v,),
+Ry(vay - vy ),
Vax =liiv + J12 v 2 + J1 3v 3 ,
Vay =J 21 v + J 22v 2 + J23v3
vaz= 31 v+J32v2 +J33v3'
F =Jlf x +J 2 lfy + J31f z,
F 2 =Ji 2fx +J22fy + J32fz
F3 = J 13fx + J23fy + J 33 fz-
23
(14)
(15)
(16)
fx= (17)
(18)
(19)
(20)
(21)
(22)
(23)
(24)
(vaxi - vsxl)Fez
V(vax - vsx)2 + (vay - vsy ) 2
During non-contact period, a power flow from actuation system to movable stage is
disconnected, and F 1, F2, F3, and fx, fy, fz are all zeros in the equations of motion above.
3.5. Dynamic modeling of a 3 DOF stage with three directional elliptical motion
actuation systems
Based on the dynamics analysis of 2 DOF linear stage with one directional elliptical motion
actuation system in Section 3.4, the equations of motion for the 3 DOF stage with three
directional elliptical motion actuation systems are derived. 3 DOF includes two linear (XY) and
one rotational (0) motions. Schematic view of the proposed 3 DOF friction drive stage is shown
in Figure 8. In Figure 8, XYO represents an inertial reference frame. r is a position vector [xs(t),
ys(t)]T of the center of mass of movable stage with respect to the inertial frame. 0s(t) represents
the angle of the movable stage with respect to ground. r1=[a1, bi]T, r2=[a2, b2 ]T, r3=[a 3, b3]T
represent the constant position vectors of three actuation systems on XY plane. Each actuation
system has three piezoelectric elements. F1 =[fx1 , fyi]T, F2=[fx2, fy2 ]T, F3=[fx3 , fy3 ]T represent
forces acting on the movable stage by actuation system #1, #2, and #3, respectively. Those forces
are determined by the relative velocities and Coulomb and viscous friction forces. Note that the
relative velocity for each actuation system is given by the difference between the velocity of the
tip of the actuation system and the velocity of the stage at the position of the actuation system.
And note that the direction of a friction force is the same as that of a relative velocity. Electrical
voltages are applied to each piezoelectric element. Since each actuation system includes 3
piezoelectric elements as shown in Figure 8, 9 voltage inputs are needed. The equations of
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motion during contact period for the whole system in Figure 8 with the 9 voltage inputs are as
follows:
M, dvx -bsv,,dt
dv
dt
+f x +fx 2 +fx 3 ,
+fy 1 +fy 2 +fy 3 ,
I dvs = -bOvS0 +T
dt
1 dFc 
=V z"l d- v,-k, dt
Y
Movable stage
x
Figure 8: Schematic view of a 3 DOF friction drive stage.
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(25)
(26)
(27)
(28)
1dFcz2 = V 2, (29)
kz dt
-dFcz3 = V 3 (30)
kz dt
dv
Ma " =-Feml -bav +NeI(t)-F, (31)dt
dv
Ma t = -Fcm2 1 -baV21+ Ne 21 (t)-F 2 1 , (32)dt
dv
Ma 31 = -Fe3 1 - ba V 3 1 + Ne 31 (t)- F31, (33)dt
dv
Ma " = -Fmi 2 -ba v 12 + Ne1 2(t) -F 12 , (34)dt
Madt =-cm22- a V22 +N 22 (t) -F 22, (35)
dv
Ma 2 = -Fcm 3 2 - ba v 32 + Ne 32 (t) -F 32 , (36)dt
dv
Ma 3 = -Fecm3 - ba V13 + Ne 32(t)- F3 , (37)
dt
dv
dt " cFm23 -a v23 + e 3 (t) -F13 , (38)
dv
Ma 3 3 = -Fm 3 3 -ba V 33 + Ne3 3 (t) -F 3 3 , (39)dt
1 dF
''m" = V , (40)
k m dt
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1 dFcm21 - V21,
km dt
1 dFm31 = 31,
km dt
1 dFecm2 
= V ,2
km dt
1 dFem2
km dt
1 dFcm32 -
km dt
1 dFcm 3 -
km dt
= 22 9
v 3 2 ,
V13 ,
1 dFcm23cm2 
~V 2 3 ,
km dt
1 dFcm33 - y,
km dt
dxs 
-vsx,
dt
dys 
- y
dt
dt
where
+ Rx (vaxi - V ),
(41)
(42)
(43)
(44)
(45)
(46)
(47)
(48)
(49)
(50)
(51)
(Vaxi - vxI)Fcz
t ( Vaxi
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(52)
- vSX1) + (vayl - v,,l )2
f= p
f x3
fy1 =
(Vax2 - Vsx2 )Fez2 (53)
(vax2 - vs 2 ) 2 +(Vay2 - vsy2 )2
(Vax3 
- sx)Fcz3
V'(Vax3 - vsx3)2 + (Vay3 - vsy3)2
I.
(vay - vsy)Fcz(V ay2 s c )
(Vax2 - v~~2)2 +(vay2 -vs2
(vay3 - 3)F
fy3 = 9
(54)
+ RX (vax2 
- vsx,
SRx(vax 3 - v 3 ) ,
+Ry(vay1 
- v, 1 ),
+ Ry(vay2 
- vsy2 ),
+R y (vay3 - vsy3 ),
(56)
V(Vax3 - vs 3 )2 +(Vay 3 - vys3 ) 2
V sx vsx -b v s, vsx2 = v. -b 2 vsO' vsx3 = vsx -b3vso,
Vy = vsy + alvsO , Vsy2 = Vsy+ a 2vse , vsy3 = vsy a 3 vs5 ,
vax1 =J 1 1 v i + J 12v 2 1 + Jl 3 v31' Vax 2  JllV12 +J 12 v 22 +J13V 32 , Vax3 J11 V13 + J12 23 +J 1 3v 33 ,
Vay = 21Vi + J 22 v 2 1 + J 2 3 V 3 1 , Vay2 J 2 1v1 2 +J 22 v 2 2 + J 2 3 V 3 2 , Vay 3  21V3 + J 22 v 23 +J 2 3 v 33 ,
vazl =J 3 1v 1 1 +J 32 V 2 1 +J 3 3v 31 , vaz2 J 3 1v 12 +J 32 v 2 2 +J 33 v 3 2 , 9 az3 J 3 1 v 13 +J 32 V 23 +J 33 v 33
F1 =J f + J 2 1 fy1 +J 31fzi, F2 1  12 f +Jf2 2 yl +J 32fZ, F3 1 = 13 X1  J 2 3 f yI 33zi
F2 =J nf x2 + J2 ify2 + 31z2, F22 =12 x2 22fy 2 + J 3 2 fz2 F32 =13fx2 J23 y2 33z2
F13 = liifx3 + J21fy 3 +J 31fz3 ,F =J 2 fx +2J3f2x + J 32f z3 F33 -j 13 x3 +J 23fy3 +J 33fz3 ,
(57)
(58)
(59)
(60)
(61)
(62)
(63)
(64)
(65)
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(55)(vay - Vy 1)Fcz
V(Vaxl - vX1 )2 + (Vay1 - vsyl )2
T =-x,(fy1 +fy2 +fy 3 )+ y,(fxl +fx 2 +fx 3 )+(alfYj +a2fy2+ a3fy3)-(bf + b2fx2+b3fx3).(66)
In the equations of motion above, Ms is the mass of the stage; I represents the inertia of the stage;
vsx, vsy, vse are x, y component of stage velocity and angular velocity; bs is viscous resistance of
bearing; fxi, fyi are x, y components of the force by the ith actuation system; T is the moment by
three actuation systems; kz is z directional stiffness of friction material; Fezi is z directional
compliant force in friction material associated with the ith actuation system; vazi is z component
of the actuator velocity associated with the i* actuation system; Ma is actuator mass, vj is z
component of the velocity of the i* piezoelectric element of the jth actuation system; Femij is
mechanical compliant force in the i*h piezoelectric element of the jth actuation system; eij
represents the voltage input to the i* piezoelectric element of the jth actuation system; Fij: z
component of the force by the i* piezoelectric element of the jth actuation system; N is a
transformer modulus in piezoelectric elements; km is mechanical stiffness in piezoelectric
elements. xs, ys, Os: x, y, 0 component of stage displacement; fxi, fyi in Equations (52-57) are x
and y components of the force acting on the stage by the ith actuation system, and those forces
are composed of Coulomb and viscous friction forces. vsxi, vsyi are x and y components of the
stage velocity at the center of the ith actuation system; (ai, bi), (a2, b2), and (a3, b3) are x and y
positions of three actuation systems; vaxi, vayi are x and y components of the velocity of the tip of
the ith actuation system; Jj: elements of Jacobian matrix. During non-contact period, power flow
from actuation systems to the movable stage is disconnected as in Section 3.4, and Fij, and fxi, fyi,
fzi are all zeros in the equations of motion above.
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3.6. Controllability and observability
Reconsider the system shown in Figure 8. The variables for the system were defined in Section
3.5. For simplicity, assume that the sources by three actuation systems are ideal force sources. In
practice, those force sources can be determined by both the amplitude of elliptical locus and the
rotation angle of the plane of the elliptical locus for each actuation system. Now, the simplified
equations of motion for the movable stage are as follows:
d2x dxMs t2+bS d fX1+f x2+fx3,dt dt
M, d2 + b, dys fY1 + fy2 + fy3,dt dt
(67)
(68)
(69)d
2 0 dO
I s+bd ==T,
dt2 dt
where
T = -x,(fy 1 + fy2 + fy3 )+ ys(fx1 + fx2 + fx3) +(ajfy1 +a 2fy2 +a 3fy3 )-(blfx1 +b 2fx 2 +b 3 fx3 ) .(70)
Here, T is the z component of torque T of
T = (ri-r) x F1 + (r2-r) x F 2 + (r 3-r) x F 3. (71)
Let us define a new set of state variables,
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xi
X
2
X
3
x
4
x 5
x 6 )
x
YSxs
ys
0OS
s
Then, Equation (67-69) can be rewritten as a nonlinear state equation as follows:
dX/dt = AX + B(X)u,
where X = [xI, X2, X3, x4, x5, x6] , u = [fx1, fx2, fx3, fy, fy2, fy3 ]T,
0
0
0
0
0
0
1
el
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
1
e2
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
1
e3
where el = -bx/Ms, e2 = -by/Ms, e3 = -be/I
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(72)
(73)
0
1
0
0
0
dl
0
1
0
0
0
d2
0
1
0
0
0
d3
0
0
0
1
0
d4
0
0
0
1
0
d5
0
0
0
1
0
d6
(74)
where dl=-b1 +x 3 , d2=-b 2 +x 3 , d3=-b 3 +x 3 , d4=a1 -xi, d5=a2-x 1 , d6=a 3 -x 1.
Here, let us define a 3x6 matrix E, which is composed of nonzero rows of B,
[1
E= 0
dl
1
0
d2
1
0
d3
0
1
d4
0
1
d5
0
1 .
d6_
(75)
It is obvious that the rank of E is 3 unless dl=d2=d3 and d4=d5=d6. Note that dl=d2=d3 means
that three actuation systems have the same Y locations, and d4=d5=d6 means that three actuation
systems have the same X locations, physically. If the rank of E is 3, there exists a pseudo-inverse
matrix of E, G, and the matrix G satisfies the following relation.
EG=13, (76)
where 13 is 3x3 identity matrix. Here, note that G is not unique. Now, let us design a nonlinear
feedback controller, u to linearize the system in Equation (72) as follows:
u = Gv, (77)
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where v is a new control input vector,
V = [vi, V2, v3]T
Then, the system can be linearized as follows:
dX/dt = AX + B(X)u = AX + {B(X) G}v,
(78)
(79)
where
BG =
0
1
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
1
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
1
From Equation (79), note that the three state variables, xs(t), ys(t), Os(t) are de-coupled. It is
obvious that the controllability matrix for each sub state equation (i.e., subsystems for xs, ys, and
Os) has a rank of two. And, the linearized system is controllable. In addition, since the
observability matrix has a rank of two, the linearized system is observable as well for each de-
coupled subsystem if the system output is position or velocity of the system. Now, consider a
matrix G, which satisfies Equation (76). As mentioned previously, G is not unique. But here is
one choice. G = ET(EET)~l. Then, EG = 13. G always exists unless dl=d2=d3 and d4=d5=d6.
Now, new control input to the system u can be rewritten as u = Gv. The controllability and
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observability for the whole system with 9 voltages source instead of three force inputs can be
studied in the future.
3.7. Summary
A special actuation system was proposed. The proposed actuation system was designed to
generate directional elliptical motion. Using the concept of the directional elliptical actuation
systems, a 3 DOF friction drive stage system was proposed and mathematically modeled. The
proposed stage system uses one movable stage and three directional elliptical motion actuation
systems. The controllability and observability for the system was presented.
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4. 3 DOF motion simulation
4.1. Introduction
In order to verify the concept of the proposed stage in Equation (25-51), the 3 DOF stage motion
is simulated. For easy understanding, first, a simple 2 DOF linear (XY) motion, secondly, a pure
rotational motion, and finally, a general 3 DOF (linear plus rotational) motion are demonstrated.
Common parameters for this simulation are as follows:
Ms: 1 [kg]; I: 5x10-3 [kg n2]; Ma: 0.1 [kg]; Cm: 2x10~8 [n/N]; N: 8 [N/V]; g: 9.81 [m/sec2]; Cz:
10-' [m/N]; bs: 104 [kg/sec]; bo: 102 [Nsec/m]; ba: 3 x 103 [kg/sec]; R,: 10 [kg/sec]; p: 0.2; r: 2
[cm]; rp: 2 [cm]; (xi, y1)=(r cos(O), r sin(0)); (X2, y2)=(r cos(2n/3), r sin(2n/3)); (x3, y3)=(r
cos(47c/3), r sin(4n/3)); gap distance between the tip and the bottom surface with zero voltages
applied: 10~6 [m]; frequency of voltage input (f): 1 [kHz]; ratio of the horizontal amplitude to the
vertical amplitude of an elliptical locus (ar): 2. The voltage inputs (eij) to the ith piezoelectric
element of the jth actuation system to generate a desired rotation angle of the elliptical locus
plane, O3 of the jth actuation system are as follows:
eij(t) = 150 { sin(2nf t) + ar cos(O3) cos(2nf t) (r/rp) (80)
e2j(t) = 150 { sin(2nrf t) - ar cos(0j+n/3) cos(27cf t) (r/rp)}, (81)
e3j(t) = 150 {sin(2nf t) - ar cos(03-7T/3) cos(2nf t) (r/rp)}. (82)
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4.2. Simulation of a linear motion
In order to show a linear motion of the stage, 01, 02, 03 are all selected as 60' in this simulation
as shown in Figure 9. The corresponding nine voltages in Equations (80-82) are applied to nine
piezoelectric elements of three actuation systems. Time responses are obtained as the outputs of
the simulation. Figures 10-12 show the time responses of the stage motion. The x, y, and 0
displacements of the stage are represented by xs, ys, and Os. The X, Y components of velocity,
and angular velocity about Z axis of the stage are represented by vx, vsy, and vse. In each figure,
to easily recognize the contact and non-contact periods, normal contact force, Fez is also plotted.
The time period of positive ez corresponds to the contact period. The larger the normal contact
force is, the more the friction material is deformed. As expected, both x and y components of the
velocity are increased during the contact period, and these are decreased during the non-contact
period. Note that a high viscous friction resistance in the bearing system is used in this
simulation for showing the motion of the stage dramatically. Due to the very high friction
resistance of the bearings, the velocity of the stage is reduced to almost zero as expected during
the non-contact period of every cycle. The time responses show that the velocity and
displacement are consistent. In Figure 12, zero angle of rotation and zero angular velocity are
shown as expected. In order to clearly confirm the direction of the simulated motion, the x-y plot
is separately shown in Figure 13. The direction of the simulated stage motion is 60 degrees
which is exactly the same as the input to the simulated model. For reference, Figures 14-16 show
voltage inputs to each piezoelectric element of each actuation system. In these Figures, eij
represents the voltage input to the ith piezoelectric element of the jth actuation system. Note that
in this simulation, since e1j=e2j for j=1, 2, 3, and those graphs are overlapped in Figures 14-16.
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YMovable stage
X
Figure 9: Schematic view of a 3 DOF friction drive stage moving linearly in XY plane.
0 0.5 1 1.5 2 2.5 3
Time [msec]
Figure 10: Time response of x component of stage velocity (vsx) and displacement (xs) to achieve
a linear motion.
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0 0.5 1 1.5 2 2.5 3
Time [msec]
Figure 11: Time response of y component of stage velocity (vsy) and displacement (ys) to achieve
a linear motion.
10 r I I
Angular velocity of stage: Vst[10mrad/sec]
---- Angle of stage: theta[10urad]
S-- Normal contact force: Fcz[100N]
5 ............... ... ...... . ...... . . . ......... ..
0
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0 0.5 1 1.5 2 2.5 3
Time [msec]
Figure 12: Time response of angular velocity (vso=Vst) and angle (O=Theta) of the stage to achieve
a linear motion.
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Iu I I
Y comp of stage velocity: Vsy[mm/s]
- --- Y comp of stage displacement: Ys[um/s]
Normal contact force: Fcz[100N]
0 1
---- --
2 3 4 5 6
X component of stage displacement [um]
Figure 13: Trajectory of stage motion in XY plane to achieve a linear motion.
0 0.5 1 1.5 2 2.5 3
Time [msec]
Figure 14: Voltage inputs for the first actuation system to achieve a linear motion.
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0
0
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400 - -
-200 --- --------------
-200-
0 0.5 1.5 2 2.5 3
Time [msec]
Figure 15: Voltage inputs for the second actuation system to achieve a linear motion.
0 0.5 1 1.5 2 2.5 3
Time [msec]
Figure 16: Voltage inputs for the third actuation system to achieve a linear motion.
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4.3. Simulation of a rotational motion
In order to show a rotational motion of the stage, 01, 02, and 03 are chosen as 90, 210, and 330
degrees, respectively in this simulation as shown in Figure 17. Similarly, Figures 18-20 show the
time responses of the stage motion. As expected, x and y components of the stage velocity are
always zeros. The angular velocity of the stage is increased during the contact period, and this is
decreased during the non-contact period. The x-y plot is separately shown in Figure 21. In this
Figure, the x and y displacements are always zeros during the pure rotational motion as expected.
For reference, Figures 22-24 show voltage input signals to each piezoelectric element of each
actuation system.
Y
Movable stage
r2=2x10
061=90*
-90 I PX
Figure 17: Schematic view of a 3 DOF friction drive stage rotating about Z.
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5
0
0 0.5 1 1.5 2 2.5 3
Time [msec]
Figure 18: Time response of x component of stage velocity and displacement to achieve a
rotational motion.
0 0.5 1 1.5
Time [msec]
2 2.5 3
Figure 19: Time response of y component of stage velocity and displacement to achieve a
rotational motion.
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X comp of stage elocity: Vsx[mm/s]
S X comp of stage dispacement: Xs[um/s]
Normal contact force: Fcz[100N]
- - - - - - - - - - --.. .. - --....... -  -. -
0
Y comp of stage velocity: Vsy[mm/s]
----- Y comp of stage displacement: Ys[um/s]
............. - Normal contact force: Fcz[100N]
5 - - - - - - - - - .- -
0-//
II
1
10
0 0.5 1 1.5 2 2.5 3
Time [msec]
Figure 20: Time response of angular velocity and angle of the stage to achieve a rotational
motion.
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EC0COM
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0 2 3 4 5
X component of stage displacement [um]
6
Figure 21: Trajectory of stage motion in XY plane to achieve a rotational motion. (The x and y
displacements are always zeros during the pure rotational motion as expected.)
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0 0.5 1 1.5 2 2.5 3
Time [msec]
Figure 22: Voltage inputs for the first actuation system to achieve a rotational motion.
0 0.5 1 1.5 2 2.5 3
Time [msec]
Figure 23: Voltage inputs for the second actuation system to achieve a rotational motion.
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0 0.5 1 1.5 2 2.5 3
Time [msec]
Figure 24: Voltage inputs for the third actuation system to achieve a rotational motion.
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4.4. Simulation of a 3 DOF (linear plus rotational) motion
In order to show a linear plus rotational motion of the stage, 01, 02, 03 are chosen as 75, 135, 15
degrees, respectively in this simulation as shown in Figure 25. Similarly, Figures 26-28 show the
time responses of the stage motion. As expected, x and y components of the stage velocity and
angular velocity have non-zero but some values. The corresponding x-y plot is separately shown
in Figure 29. Again, voltage input signals used in this simulation are shown in Figures 30-32.
Y
X
Figure 25: Schematic view of a 3 DOF friction drive stage moving linearly and rotating in XY
plane.
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0 0.5 1 1.5 2 2.5
Time [msec]
3
Figure 26: Time response of x component of stage velocity and displacement to achieve a linear
plus rotational motion.
0 0.5 1 1.5 2 2.5 3
Time [msec]
Figure 27: Time response of y component of stage velocity and displacement to achieve a linear
plus rotational motion.
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X comp of stage velocity: Vsx[mm/s]
X comp of stage dispacement: Xs[um/s]
....----------. Normal contact force: Fcz[1 ON]
5 - - --- - -- - ---- --- - -- ------- ------------5.................... . . .
0
Y comp of stage velocity: Vsy[mm/s]
------ Y comp of stage displacement: Ys[um/s]
--. -. Normal contact force: Fcz[100N]
..
0 0.5 1 1.5 2 2.5 3
Time [msec]
Figure 28: Time response of angular velocity and angle of the stage to achieve linear plus
rotational motion.
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0 2 3 4 5 6
X component of stage displacement [um]
Figure 29: Trajectory of stage motion in XY plane to achieve a linear plus rotational motion.
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0 0.5 1 1.5 2 2.5 3
Time [msec]
Figure 30: Voltage inputs for the first actuation system to achieve a linear plus rotational motion.
-6001 i A I_ _ I I
0 0.5 1 1.5 2 2.5 3
Time [msec]
Figure 31: Voltage inputs for the second actuation system to achieve a linear plus rotational
motion.
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0 0.5 1 1.5 2 2.5 3
Time [msec]
Figure 32: Voltage inputs for the third actuation system to achieve a linear plus rotational
motion.
4.5. Summary
In this chapter, 3 DOF motion simulation was performed for the proposed friction drive stage
system. It was shown that the proposed system could move linearly and/or rotationally as
expected with proper voltage inputs.
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5. Conclusion
A three degrees of freedom (DOF) positioning stage was proposed. The 3 DOF includes two
linear (X and Y) and one rotational (0) about Z. The proposed stage has advantages of simple
structure as well as high precision positioning capability. For the 3 DOF motion, the stage needs
one movable stage and three directional actuation systems. For a proposed directional actuation
system, the kinematic analysis was performed. For the proposed stage system with one movable
stage and three directional actuation systems, dynamic modeling was done. This modeling led to
a clear understanding of the stage motion using a friction drive. In addition, the controllability
and observability of 3 DOF stage was presented. Simulation results for the dynamic model
showed that the 3 DOF motion of the proposed stage worked as expected. It is believed that the
proposed stage can be a good candidate for high precision 3 DOF positioning stage systems.
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Appendix: Matlab simulation codes
% file name: s77.m
% 5/6/1999
% main motion simulation program for 3DOF friction drive stage motion
global freq omega theta dl thetad2 thetad3 ms I ma cm N g fp kz0 bs bi ba
global myu delta r ra rp vOl v02 v03 vr
global jll j12 j13 j21 j22 j23 j31 j32 j33 bx by bz
global al bl a2 b2 a3 b3
global ell e21 e31 e12 e22 e32 e13 e23 e33
%simulation parameters
directionl=75;
direction2=135;
direction3=15;
freq=10^3;
vOl=150;
v02=150;
v03=150;
tO=O; tf=3*1/freq;
%end of simulation parameters
%linear motion example: directionl=60;direction2=60;direction3=60
%rotational motion example: directionl=90;direction2=210;direction3=330
%linear plus rotational motion example: directionl=75;direction2=135;direction3=15
theta_dl=pi/180*directionl;
theta-d2=pi/180*direction2;
theta-d3=pi/180*direction3;
ms=l;
I=1/2*(0.1)^2;
ma=0.1;
cm=0.02*10^(-6);
N=8;
g=9.81;
fp=100;
bs=10000;
bi=100;
kz0=10^(7);
bx=10;
myu=0.2;
by=bx;
ba=3000;
bz=10000;
delta=10*10^(-6);
r=2*10^(-2);
ra=8*10^(-2);
rp=2*10^(-2);
%vr=x_0/z_0
vr=2;
%positions of three actuation systems
al=ra*cos(0); bl=ra*sin(0);
a2=ra*cos(2*pi/3); b2=ra*sin(2*pi/3);
a3=ra*cos(4*pi/3); b3=ra*sin(4*pi/3);
%positions of three piezoelectric elements
xl=r*cos(0); yl=r*sin(0);
x2=r*cos(2*pi/3); y2=r*sin(2*pi/3);
x3=r*cos(4*pi/3); y3=r*sin(4*pi/3);
det=(x2*y3-x3*y2)-(x1*y3-x3*yl)+(xl*y2-x2*yl);
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%calculation of Jacobian matrix
jll=rp*(y3-y2)/det; jl2=rp*(yl-y3)/det; j13=rp*(y2-yl)/det;
j2l=rp*(x2-x3)/det; j22=rp*(x3-xl)/det; j23=rp*(xl-x2)/det;
j31=1/3 ; j32=1/3 ; j33=1/3
%initial conditions
x0=[0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0];
[t,xl=ode45('d77',[tO tf],xO);
%x(l)=x velocity of stage, x(2)=y velocity of stage, x(3)=theta velocity of stage
%x(34)=x displacement of stage, x(35)=y displacement of stage, x(36)=theta displacement of stage
%x(4)=normal contact force
figure
plot(t*10^ 3,x(:,1) *10^3,'k-',t*10^A3,x(:,34) *10^6,'k-',t*10^3,x(:,4)/100,'k:')
legend('X comp of stage velocity: Vsx[mm/s]',...
'X comp of stage dispacement: Xs[um/s]',...
'Normal contact force: Fcz[100N]')
axis (0,3, -5, 10]
grid
xlabel('Time [msec]')
%ylabel('Xs[um],Ys[um],Theta[10mrad],Vsx[mm/s],Vsy[mm/s],Fcz[kN]')
%title('Time response of 3 DOF stage motion')
figure
plot(t*10^ 3,x(:,2) *10^3,'k-',t*10^A3,x(:,35) *10^6,'k--',t*10^3,x(:,4)/100,'k:')
legend('Y comp of stage velocity: Vsy[mm/s]',...
'Y comp of stage displacement: Ys[um/s]',...
'Normal contact force: Fcz[100N]')
axis([0,3,-5,10])
grid
xlabel('Time [msec]')
figure
plot(t*10^3,x(:,3)*10^2,'Ik-',t*10^3,x(:,36)*10^5,'Ik--',t*10^3,x(:,4)/100, 'k:'
legend('Angular velocity of stage: Vst[10mrad/sec]',...
'Angle of stage: theta[10urad]',...
'Normal contact force: Fcz[100N]')
axis([0,3,-5,10])
grid
xlabel('Time (msec]')
figure
plot(t*10^'3, (vol*sin(omega*t)+cos(theta-dl)*vr*vol*cos(omega*t)*r/rp), 'k-',...
t*10^3, (vOl*sin(omega*t) -cos(pi/3+thetadl)*vr*v0l*cos(omega*t)*r/rp), 'k--,.
t*10^3, (vOl*sin(omega*t)-cos(pi/3-theta_dl)*vr*v0l*cos(omega*t)*r/rp), 'k:')
legend('ell', 'e21', 'e31')
axis([0,3,-600,6001)
grid
xlabel('Time [msec]')
figure
plot(t*10^A3, (v02*sin(omega*t)+cos(thetad2)*vr*v02*cos(omega*t)*r/rp) ,'k-'...
t*l0^3, (v02*sin(omega*t)-cos(pi/3+theta d2)*vr*v02*cos(omega*t)*r/rp),'k--',...
t*10^3, (v02*sin(omega*t)-cos(pi/3-theta-d2)*vr*v02*cos(omega*t)*r/rp), 'k:')
legend('e12', 'e22', 'e32')
axis([0,3,-600,600])
grid
xlabel('Time [msec]')
figure
plot(t*10^3, (v03*sin(omega*t)+cos(theta-d3)*vr*v03*cos(omega*t)*r/rp), 'k- ',...
t*10^3, (v03*sin(omega*t)-cos(pi/3+theta d3)*vr*v03*cos(omega*t)*r/rp),'k--',...
t*10^A3, (v03*sin(omega*t)-cos(pi/3-thetad3)*vr*v03*cos(omega*t)*r/rp), 'k:')
legend('e13', 'e23', 'e33')
axis([0,3,-600,600])
grid
xlabel('Time [msec]')
figure
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plot(x(:,34)*le6,x(:,35)*le6,'k-')
axis ([0, 6, 0, 6])
grid
xlabel('X component of stage displacement [um]')
ylabel('Y component of stage displacement [um] ')
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% file name: d77.m
% 5/6/1999
% differential equation for the 3 DOF motion simulation (s77) of the stage
function xdot=d77(t,x)
global freq omega thetadl thetad2 thetad3 ms I ma cm N g fp kzO bs bi ba
global myu delta r ra rp vOl v02 v03 vr
global jll j12 j13 j21 j22 j23 j31 j32 j33 bx by bz
global al bl a2 b2 a3 b3
global ell e21 e31 e12 e22 e32 e13 e23 e33
omega=2*pi*freq;
%control voltage inputs to 9 piezoelectric elements
%eij represents voltage input to the i-th element of the j-th actuation system
el1=vOl*sin(omega*t)+cos(thetadl)*vr*vOl*cos(omega*t)*r/rp;
e21=vOl*sin(omega*t) -cos (pi/3+thetadl) *vr*vOl*cos (omega*t) *r/rp;
e31=vOl*sin(omega*t) -cos(pi/3-theta-dl)*vr*vOl*cos(omega*t)*r/rp;
e12=v02*sin(omega*t)+cos(thetafd2)*vr*v02*cos(omega*t)*r/rp;
e22=v02*sin (omega*t) -cos (pi/3+theta-d2) *vr*v02*cos (omega*t) *r/rp;
e32=v02*sin(omega*t) -cos (pi/3-theta-d2) *vr*v02*cos (omega*t) *r/rp;
e13=v03*sin(omega*t)+cos(theta d3)*vr*v3*cos(omega*t)*r/rp;
e23=v03*sin(omega*t)-cos(pi/3+theta-d3)*vr*v03*cos(omega*t)*r/rp;
e33=v03*sin(omega*t) -cos (pi/3-theta-d3) *vr*v03*cos (omega*t) *r/rp;
%vaij represents the i component of the tip velocity of the j-th actuation system
vaxl=jll*x(7)+jl2*x(8)+jl3*x(9);
vayl=j21*x(7)+j22*x(8)+j23*x(9);
vazl=j31*x(7)+j32*x(8)+j33*x(9);
vax2=jll*x(10)+j12*x(ll)+j13*x(12);
vay2=j21*x(10)+j22*x(ll)+j23*x(12);
vaz2=j31*x(10)+j32*x(ll)+j33*x(12);
vax3=jll*x(13)+jl2*x(14)+jl3*x(15);
vay3=j21*x(13)+j22*x(14)+j23*x(15);
vaz3=j31*x(13)+j32*x(14)+j33*x(15);
zal=j31*x(25)+j32*x(26)+j33*x(27);
za2=j31*x(28)+j32*x(29)+j33*x(30);
za3=j31*x(31)+j32*x(32)+j33*x(33);
%contact and non-contact condition
if (zal>=delta)
fzl=x(4);
del_vxl=vaxl-(x(l)-bl*x(3));
del-vyl=vayl-(x(2)+al*x(3));
vabsl=sqrt(delvx1^2+delvy12);
fx1=myu*sign(del-vxl)*fzl*abs(del-vxl)/vabsl+bx*(del-vxl);
fyl=myu*sign(del-vyl)*fzl*abs(delvyl)/vabsl+by*(delvyl);
Fll=jll*fxl+j21*fyl+j31*fzl;
F21=jl2*fxl+j22*fyl+j32*fzl;
F31=j13*fxl+j23*fyl+j33*fzl;
kzl=kzO;
else
kzl=O;
fxl=O;fyl=O;fzl=O;
F11=0;F21=0;F31=0;
end
if (za2>=delta)
fz2=x(5);
delvx2=vax2-(x(l)-b2*x(3));
delvy2=vay2-(x(2)+a2*x(3));
vabs2=sqrt(del_vx2^2+del_vy2A2);
fx2=myu*sign(del-vx2)*fz2*abs(del-vx2)/vabs2+bx*(del vx2);
fy2=myu*sign (delvy2) * f z2*abs (del-vy2) /vabs2+by* (delvy2)
F12=jll*fx2+j21*fy2+j31*fz2;
F22=j12*fx2+j22*fy2+j32*fz2;
F32=j13*fx2+j23*fy2+j33*fz2;
kz2=kzO;
else
kz2=0;
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fx2=O; fy2=O; fz2=Q;
Fl2=O;F22=O;F32=O;
end
if (za3>=delta)
fz3=x(6);
del_vx3=vax3-(x(l)-b3*x(3));
del-vy3=vay3-(x(2)+a3*x(3));
vabs3=sqrt (del-vx3 A2+del-vy3 A2);
fx=y~indlv3 f3as(e-x)/as+x dlv3
fy3=myu*sign(delvy3) *fz3*abs(delvy3) /vabs3+by* (del-vy3);
F13=j ll*fx3+j 21*fy3+j 31*fz3;
F23=jl2*fx3+j22*fy3+j32*fz3;
F33=jl3*fx3+j23*fy3+j33*fz3;
kz3=kzO;
else
kz3=0;
fx3=0; fy3=O; fz3=0;
F13=0; F23=0; F33=0;
end
%end of contact and non-contact condition
%state equations
xdot(l)=-(bs/ms*x(l))+l/ms*(fxl+fx2+fx3);
xdot(2)=-(bs/ms*x(2))+l/ms*(fyl+fy2+fy3);
xdot(3)=-~(bi/I*x(3))+l/I*(-x(34)*(fyl+fy2+fy3)+x(35)*(fxl+fx2+fx3)..
+al*fyl+a2*fy2+a3*fy3-(bl*fxl+b2*fx2+b3*fx3))
xdot (4) =kzl*vazl;
xdot (5) =kz2*vaz2;
xdot (6)=kz3*vaz3;
xdot (7) =-1/ma*x(l6) -ba/rna*x(7) -Fll/ma+l/Ina*N*ell;
xdot (8) =-1/ma*x (17) -ba/ma*x (8) -F21/ma+1/ma*N*e21;
xdot (9) =-l/ma*x(l8) -ba/ma*x(9) -F3l/ma+l/ma*N*e3l;
xdot (10) =-/ma*x(19) -ba/ma*x(1O) -Fl2/ma+l/ma*N*el2;
xdot(ll)=-l/ma*x(2O)-ba/ma*x(ll)-F22/ma+l/ma*N*e22;
xdot (12) =-1/ma*x(21) -ba/ma*x(12) -F32/ma+l/ma*N*e32;
xdot (13) =-1/ma*x(22) -ba/ma*x(3) -Fl3/na+l/ma*N*el3;
xdot (14) =-1/ma*x(23) -ba/ma*x(14) -F23/ma+l/ma*N*e23;
xdot (15) =-1/ma*x(24) -ba/ma*x(5) -F33/ma+l/ia*N*e33;
xdot(16)=l/cm*x(7);
xdot(17)=l/cm*x(8);
xdot(19)=l/cm*x(lO);
xdot(20)=l/cm*x(ll);
xdot (21) =l/cm*x (12)
xdot(22)=l/cm*x(13);
xdot(23)=l/cm*x(14);
xdot (24) =l/cm*x(15);
xdot(25)=x(7);
xdot(26)=x(8);
xdot (27) =x (9) ;
xdot (28) =x (10)
xdot (29) =x(ll);
xdot(30)=x(12);
xdot (31) =x(13);
xdot(32)=x(14);
xdot(33)=x(15);
xdot (34) =x(1) ;
xdot(35)=x(2);
xdot(36)=x(3);
xdot~xdot';
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